Misys rolls AI strategy into trade monitoring software
Misys FusionCapital Detect accelerates trade validations and reduces exceptions with
machine learning
London, UK – 15 May 2017 – Misys has stepped up to the artificial intelligence (AI) plate,
today unveiling Misys FusionCapital Detect. The component helps financial institutions spot
booking errors, anomalies and unusual activity, accelerating trade validations and reducing
exceptions with machine learning.

FusionCapital Detect behaves as a smart personal assistant for validation teams, red
flagging probable mistakes that are otherwise time consuming to identify. Users can catch
errors that existing tools on the market let through, reducing operational risk and preventing
manual mistakes that lead to decisions being made on the wrong profit and loss information
and incorrect end-of-day reports.
“This is an exciting first step into the AI world for us,” said Nadeem Syed, CEO at Misys.
“We’ve been able to harness these capabilities to build a system which delivers more insight
and control in a fast-paced trading environment and we have already seen positive results
with an early adopter global bank. This advanced technology boosts efficiency, saving costs,
and can also be applied with longer term revenue growth in mind.”
Being able to validate transactions at T+0 has become crucial in today’s pressurised
regulatory environment, including under:


The European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR): which makes it necessary
to identify errors as soon as possible in order to confirm trades within 24 to 48 hours.



The Fundamental Review of the Trading Book (FRTB): which requires daily risk
reports – unidentified trade errors will invalidate these reports, breaching compliance.

Joséphine de Chazournes, Senior Analyst at Celent said, “Manual intervention and precoded controls have gone some way to helping reduce errors in the trade processing sphere
but neither do enough to reduce the burden, especially as regulatory demands continue to
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add pressure in capital markets. AI stands to be a strong catalyst in transforming the
landscape and Misys is making a smart move with FusionCapital Detect.”

The Misys component thrives on vast quantities of structured data where consistent patterns
of trading behaviour can be deduced and then monitored. Machine learning, based on a mix
of open source algorithms and proprietary developments, ensures continuous evolution of
the tool to follow moving trading patterns.

FusionCapital Detect is available now. It is built on Misys FusionFabric technology and
integrates with all core trade capture and validations systems.
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About Misys
We provide the broadest, deepest portfolio of financial services software on the market. Our
solutions cover retail and corporate banking, lending, treasury, capital markets, investment
management and enterprise risk. With more than 2,000 customers across 125 countries our
team of domain experts and partners has an unparalleled ability to address industry
requirements at both a global and local level. We deliver market leading solutions by putting
customer needs at the centre of everything we do. We offer a unique componentised, open
architecture to enable our clients to innovate, connect and expand their existing services and
increase value faster. To learn more about how our Fusion software portfolio can deliver a
holistic view of your operations, and help you to solve your most complex challenges, please
visit www.misys.com and follow @MisysFS on Twitter. For the latest news, interviews, videos
and features from the financial technology industry visit www.fusionwire.net.
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